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About This Game

In TRAPPED, you play as a survivor from the town of Trapped, Alaska caught between an unknown military force, and some
sort of mutants infestation that is taking over everything. Fight for possesion over control points on the game map. The military

is trying to stop the mutant outbreak at any cost, while the mutant's intentions, while not fully known, clearly appear hostile.
Unite with other survivors to stop both the military and the mutants before it is too late.

COOP SURVIVAL

The game allows you to play coop with friends, hosting your own servers you can control who joins your game. Time is essential
as the longer you play the larger the outbreak will become as it spawns out three classes of Mutants, each one larger and more

deadlier than the last.

Core Features

 Single-Player and Faction-based Co-op Survival. Play alone or with your friends who can join at any point of the game
through steam.

 Dynamic Story-Telling and Event System. (See Below)

 AI Personality Profiles: Combat is dynamic, the AI might flank you, run away, call for help, depending on the situation
and each NPCs personality. This is especially the case on the military side.
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 Beautiful Open-World with dynamic Day & Night Cycle, already optimized for average PCs.

 Crafting System, which allows you to create weapons and upgrades using different types of machines in your facility.

 Building System, allows you to reinforce & upgrade your base.

 Looting System, each area in the game has different types of loot, you might find an area with a lot of resources for
your base while other regions have higher chances for personal items like weapons, upgrades, and supplies.

 Food/Drink System balanced to a level where it is fun. We added it to add strategy to the game, not to annoy you.

 Blueprint System. Find blueprints to gain access to more craft-able items.

 Faction AI System, non-scripted fights between mutants, military and you.

 Decision System, the game has been designed to react to your decisions.

 Capture System, areas of the game-world are contested and can be captured.

 NEW SINCE UPDATE 6 - Cooking System, hunt or scavenge raw food, then cook them in your facility.

 NEW SINCE UPDATE 9 - Wildlife has been added.

 NEW SINCE UPDATE 12 - Mission/Objective System has been added.

Storyteller/Event System

There are two factions fighting, the mutants and the Military. You must survive in this war but you can also influence the
outcome as each faction spreads over the map. The military will order air strikes against the mutants and try to hold key

locations such as the town and their own military base, they will call in air supplies that can be intercepted. The mutants will also
try and overrun the map and eventually will also try to conquer your base if they are not stopped. You have your own agenda of
survival and both the mutants and military will kill you on sight. The game will try to stop you anyway it can and no two games

will be the same thanks to the storytelling mechanics that bring the two factions to war.
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Title: TRAPPED
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Forthright Entertainment
Publisher:
Forthright Entertainment
Release Date: 30 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1 or later

Processor: Intel/AMD x32/x64

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce or AMD

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 15 GB available space

English
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I'd totally remove the "puzzle" tag for this very, very short game.

Basically, this is a sidescroller with some obstacles, where you use one ghost-like character to reach and manipulate objects that
the regular character cannot. The game sacrifices the logic in the name of the surreal flavour. Yes, this means "trial and error"
most of the time. Like Hapland.

The controls are not horrible, as other people claim. Granted that using X and Z together with WASD movement is very
awkward, but you can use Shift and Ctrl instead.

The atmosphere is great at some points, and just off in others. The "Ophelia is Distressed" thing in the first part was great, why
did that stop? I was expecting more of that. Actually, I was expecting more of everything, the game is ridiculously short.

Only get this during a sale.. fun game for a short time it's good for a change.. The Antithesis of the "Princess Maker" type of
games. This game is of mature subject matter, and while nothing explicit is shown or stated outright, it is there inbetween the
lines.

Aside from the obvious murdering of your faux daughters.

Things to Expect:

Repetition without a mix-up of gameplay.

A decidedly gothic story for a gothic setting.

You play as a villainous character.

A game length of roughly 4-5 hours, more if you chase after achievements.

Waifus? If you're into that sort of thing. You do have to murder them to complete the game.

Story
The driving force of the whole process of murder is Faust's desire to restore life to his deceased daughter. There is little to the
game's story beyond that and it's ultimate conclusion. There are small tid-bits of world building given by the villiagers. But
ultimately the narrative focuses on Faust and his mad science. There is little left for self-interpretation, and the tone of the story
is constant through the whole of the game. Make no mistake, this is a horror story.

Gameplay
The core of the game is resource management. You have Gold, various alchemical ingrediants, various gifts, ritual items, and
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the monster daughters to keep an eye on. Gold pays for ingrediants, ingrediants are combined into monster daughters, gifts are
given to the daughters to make them happy, you make them work for gold to buy everything but more monster girls.

Your faux daughters are then sacrificed to begin a "High-Low" guessing game. Finding the exact amount of Joy, Sadness,
Anger, and Fear needed to constitute a soul completes the game. There are a few ways to completely lose, in which the game
auto-deletes your save file and forcing you start over from the beginning. Those ways are:

Letting your daughter's body (the non-monster) rot totally.

Treating 20 monster daughters poorly enough that they run away from your home.

Failing to complete tasks taken by villagers, thus killing their trust in you. (Have yet to test or see if this is an end state.)

Aesthetics
The game does not perpetuate any sort of mood beyond somber, horrific, and unsettling. The art is appropriately dismal but with
a hint of elegant wonder. There are a couple instances of flounder mouth, but does not ruin the art. The music is a simple loop
of a single track, sparing a couple of differing scores to fit various cutscenes. It does its job.

Conclusion
I'd reccomend this game only to those that enjoy horror, and aren't terribly emotional over losing female characters they name.
If you ever wanted to be a mad scientist and execute horrible experiements on a whim, this may tickle you. The story had me
intrigued enough to finish it, and while the ending sort of threw me for a loop, I can appreciate what the writers were
attempting. It was fitting, if clumsily executed.. Go to sleep with full bellies and plenty of food.
Game runs forward without a pause option and everyone starves to death.
Start a new game.
Go to sleep with full bellies and plenty of food.
Game runs forward without a pause option and everyone starves to death.
Start a new game.
Go to sleep with full bellies and plenty of food.
Game runs forward without a pause option and everyone starves to death.

What the heck do I do about this?. Highly recommend the game the anyone into Tycoon and/or DnD.. Do not buy this game it is
just terrible.. awesome if you like space and sucking time from your life. I still recommend this game, even though the idea has
been used time and time again.. Good dlc plenty of treasure chests with good items, also gives a lot of exp from the 3 maps
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As someone who has been fascinated with Katanas and swords in general growing up, this game is a dream come true (I'm 35
btw). Decent workout as well. I could sit in my room chopping those wooden posts working on my "form" all day long. So much
fun honing my ninja skills. Thanks for this game!. This game is the definition of the word hidden gem. It's INCREDIBLE and
very hidden (sadly because it deserve more recognition). great but short puzzle game with relaxing music.. this game.......
day 1 after purchase: FUUUCK THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE *ragequits*

day 2 after purchase: aww i was just overreacting yesterday, i try it again......FUUUUCK THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE *ragequits
again*

day 3 after purchase: ........(you get the drill)

it took me 10 minutes to ragequit everytime yet i am still thumbing this game up because it is a well made RAGE-game
go buy it if you have patience!!! and enjoy this sort of thing....(you masochist) :-). pretty barebone, should stay in Early Access,
the control work well on the keyboard but I notice some slippery while using a controller maybe that just my analog stick. The
game is fun it's basically Bomberman, but it on PC now so I can talk♥♥♥♥♥♥when I win, double the fun! i mean BombTag is
small and free just check it out yourself. Very, very cool. I want to see more games like this.. This OST along with the game
itself is a sheer blessing. It's a humongous shame that it's missed by many.. I really want to play this.
This gets really hard when it runs as if I was trying to play Titanfall on a potato.

[EDIT]
This review was "Not recommended" before I edited it.
I just gotta say, I see a lot of potential for a great game here but I can't play it right now due to the lag. I'm gonna try to find a
way around this.
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